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Whether our influence is direct
or indirect, the example shown
through our behaviours, principles
and formal practices, will make the
roads a safer and more
enjoyable environment for us all.
ESAM Mission:
That through observation, we will
facilitate the transformation of
members’ riding skills beyond the
average, to an advanced level and
beyond.
Front Cover
Our Ogri front cover has been kindly
provided by Paul Sample, best known
for his Ogri cartoons, but also illustrator
of the front covers of the Tom Sharpe
paperbacks. All things Ogri can be found
at www.ogri-book.co.uk. On page 13 of
this edition, members Steve and Jackie
recount their visit to the Ogri exhibition.

Request for contributions
If you have any material to be included in the next issue, ads, letters or articles,
send by email to: esam.editor@gmail.com
Images should be a minimum of 1mb or 300dpi in jpg or pdf format.

http://www.esam.org.uk
The views expressed in this magazine
do not necessarily reflect those of the
Editor, ESAM, or the IAM or any other
affiliated organisation.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/EastSussexAdvancedMotorcyclists/
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chat from
the chair

Observer team led by Steve and we have
had quite a few new members join. We
are making progress to the new “normal”!
We held our AGM on 29th July – a bit
late but it was great to see everybody in
person. There is a copy of the minutes
of that meeting later in the magazine,
together with a list of the awards
presented. Special mention should be
made of Malcolm Scrase who has kept
the club alive by organising our Sunday
ride outs plus a couple of special ones –
thank you Malcolm.

By Chairman Ken

We are currently putting together our
winter social programme. We already
have some ideas but would very much
like your feedback on what you would
like to see/do on our social Thursday
night meetings. We are considering
changing the format so that we may
change away from a regular date but
include at least one event a month with
sufficient notice so you can include
them in your diaries. What do you
think? Anything and everything will be
considered. Perhaps a visit to a place of
special interest, a speaker that you know
would be of interest to club members,
a demonstration of a technical issue or
development. All suggestions will be
welcome.

Hello Everyone.
You may notice that the magazine is
a bit late! I’m afraid to say that this is
mainly down to my tardiness in writing
this and a couple of other contributions
to the magazine. I’ve been pretty busy
but that’s not really a fair excuse and
I’ll try harder next time. We are always
looking for articles for the magazine – it
doesn’t matter if you’re not confident in
your ability to put things in writing, it’s the
content that counts and we can always
help with editing out any howlers.

I attended a BikeSafe day in London,
at the Warren Sports Ground which is
owned by the Met Police. Some of you will
already know that the place has special
memories for me as my father (a Met
policeman) competed there regularly in
athletic events when I was a child. I used
to play on all the swings and equipment
(even those that were not supposed to be
climbed). In fact, I was climbing a cricket
scoreboard on one occasion and it fell
on top of me. I woke up in A&E with no

I last wrote my “Chat” in June and since
then quite a lot has happened! We had
our first post- Covid Open Sunday at
the end of July, then our “normal” open
days in August and September. Training
has continued due to the efforts of our
2
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more people have got on the road.
Hopefully as drivers get their driving
experience increased their standards will
improve (though I have my doubts)

memory of the incident. Some of you will
say it probably explains some aspects of
my behaviour! Anyway, the day was very
professionally run though with a slightly
different format than in previous years
and of course with the requirement to
wear masks in public areas. A classroom
session was followed by a short ride – I
was lucky to have a one to one ride. A
short lunch then out again after a couple
of suggestions for improvement! The
policeman obviously picked up all my
known faults but as always, he enjoyed an
energetic ride and at least had a smile on
his face when we got back to base. What
were my faults? I am preparing a separate
report on the day so you will have to wait
for an answer on that.

I am due to retire as Chairman at the
end of March 2022. I will have served
five years by then and well outstayed my
welcome – the usual term is three years
to ensure there is a constant refreshing of
ideas for how the club has run.
I have managed to persuade Pete
Higgins to initially take on the job of Vice
Chairman, to learn from mistakes and
add fresh energy. He will then stand to
be elected Club Chairman at our next
AGM in April next year. Pete is a National
Observer and a member of the East
Sussex Fire & Rescue Service Firebike
team. He has lots of experience and will
bring a new approach to the club. Please
give him as much support as you have
given me over the years, especially in the
next months as he learns the ropes.

An old school friend of mine was given a
gift, for his 70th birthday during lockdown,
of a Triumph factory tour and a visit to
the Triumph Experience, which was for
two people. So he invited me along! His
birthday was some time ago, so it had to
be deferred a number of times but in the
end he managed to book a place on the
first day that the experience reopened.
And what an experience! The factory
tour took two hours and the only place
we couldn't look into was in the product
development area – very high screens
and seemingly with sound deadening as
we couldn’t hear any sounds from within.
It was along ride up and back so we
stayed a couple of nights in a farmhouse
nearby, again they kept our booking from
at least a year before, and at the same
price - a surprise given the exorbitant
prices being charged in August for
accommodation. Again, a separate report
due from me so no more details yet.

Several of our committee members are
looking to stand down next year; most
have served longer than me. We are
looking for a new Secretary to replace
Nigel, a new Social Secretary to replace
Alison and a new treasurer to replace
our esteemed current Treasurer Paul
(he is 87 after all and would like to pass
on to someone younger if possible). We
have quite a few new members who
have joined over the past couple of years
and we would welcome candidates from
them. Please step forward – you will
enjoy it; I know I have!
That’s all from me for now. Keep safe and
have fun on your bikes!

I don’t know about you, but I have noticed
a distinct drop in driving standards as

Ken
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J&S UCKFIELD
C O M E A N D S E E U S T O D AY

STORE OPENING TIMES
Mon-Fri: 9:00 - 18.00
Sat: 9.00 - 17.30
Sun: 10.30 - 16.00
Open Bank Holidays
check with store for details.
10% discount to ESAM members on presentation of membership card
J&S Accessories, Unit 6, Bell Lane, Uckfield, East Sussex TN22 1QL
TEL: 01825 729622

EMAIL: uckfield@jsaccessories.net
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our new
members

A big welcome to our new members:
Member:					Membership level:
Penny Hollands					Associate member
Peter Collins					Associate member
David Ingleton					Associate member
Andrew Croft					Associate member
James Webb 					Full member			
Adrian Paul Woodford 			
Associate member
Michael Hicks 					Associate member			
Steve Lissamore					Associate member

On behalf of the membership, we would
like to welcome you as members of ESAM.
You are invited to all our events that
includes ride-outs and the many club social
functions.

Any questions or issues please don’t
hesitate to contact any committee member
(see Committee Page for contact details).
ESAM Committee

Please note that to join the ride-outs you must be either a full or associate
member of ESAM, the IAM bike section or another IAM group.

5
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test passes
Congratulations to all our successful Associates!
MEMBER		PASS		OBSERVER		EXAMINER
Cliff Cockle 		

Pass		

Steve Collins		

Phil Barrow

Martin Berry		

Pass		

Rob Morris

Phil Barrow

John McManus		

Pass		

Rob Morris 		

Phil Barrow

Ken Hills 		

Pass		

Andy Harding		

Phil Barrow

Stella Morris 		

F1rst 		

Lance Douglas 		

Phil Barrow

Tamas Hertelendi		

Pass		

Peter Lambert-Gorwyn

Phil Barrow

John McManus 		

Pass		

Robert Morris		

Phil Barrow

Michael Fox 		

F1rst 		

Paul Cornwell 		

Phil Barrow

Norman Crighton

Pass		

Mick Shirt 		

Phil Barrow
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THE TIME HAS COME

The very Reverend Erik Sparkles

I’ve enjoyed some moments of great fun
and some of deep sadness observing during
the past twenty-five years. I’ve experienced
some associates who have been quite
splendid and some memorable challenging
ones. I could fill this column up with the
more notorious anecdotes but perhaps I’ll
save that for another time. I’ll continue with
some more trivial stuff.

“The time has come,” the Walrus said,
“To talk of many things:
Of shoes and ships and sealing-wax
Of cabbages and kings,
And why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings.”
(Lewis Carroll)

EXOTIC PAINT JOB
Have you noticed recently that motor
manufacturers have been experimenting
with more and more exotic paint jobs for their
vehicles? A few years ago, it was the return
of the Henry Ford favourite, black, as a move
away from painting all vehicles metallic silver.
Then came white and now? You can order
your Fiat 500 in a range of 1970s pastel
shades, magnolia, pea soup green and sky
blue. Or perhaps a Honda Jazz in metallic,
drag-queen pink, great colour, at least you
can almost guarantee that no one will nick it.
Perhaps as a turd choice, does anyone recall
the Rover P6 finished in a wonderful shade of
pale diarrhoea?

from the
pulpit

There are points in life when you have
to look forward and explore the next
challenge and then there are points when
it’s necessary to look back and reflect, take
stock and make a decision. I’ve come to
one of those junctures recently and so I think
the time has come for me to retire as an
observer.

Talking of 1970s colours I wonder how many
of you remember the iridescent colours
from that era, since they are currently
enjoying a revival. When working for Hertz
Rent-a-Car at that time, I recall the Hillman
Hunter GTs finished in orange, lime green
or startling yellow. The colours matched the
Hillman’s performance. Rootes (British car
manufacturer at the time for those who don’t
go back that far), had pepped up the bog
standard 1700cc Hunter engine by slapping
on a twin choke Webber carburettor, stuck
on some Rostyle wheels, but did nothing
about the suspension or brakes, so it was
an interesting car to handle especially in
the wet. I managed a complete 360 in
Belgrave Square early one damp Sunday
morning much to the amusement of the local
paperboy. Ah, a misbegotten youth.

I have noted of late that my own riding is not
what it was, and I lack the mileage to keep
my experience current. I only completed
just under 3000 miles last year. I know
that was largely due to the pandemic, but I
believe that to be able to be effective as an
observer you need to keep riding regularly.
Additionally, youth is not on my side. My
reactions and anticipation of hazards are
deteriorating.
8

Back to the colouring in. BMW have some
interesting finishes. Choose horse manure
brown with pale cream upholstery and
everyone will think you run a bawdy house.
Maybe dark, stealth grey with matching
wheels just to allow you to blend into the
tarmac, hidden from view especially at
dusk unless the lights are on. And have
you come across the odd Citroen or VW in
baby poo yellow? The trend for choosing
a matt finish that started a couple of years
back never did catch on. I expect those who
made this choice soon realised that if their
vehicle was decorated with white splodges
by a friendly, passing seagull, they would
have to immediately dash out with a bucket
full of cleaning materials before the offending
mess etched into the paintwork. There is
a brave soul in Eastbourne who drives a
matt black Bentley. Perhaps if he motors in
a Bentley, he’s wealthy enough to afford to
pay someone else to clean off the bird poo.
So, when you pick your next vehicle, you
can choose from a kaleidoscopic paint
chart and for a few extra thousands you
may have almost any colour you’d like. I
spoke to a motor dealer recently who had
one customer who wanted her new Audi to
match her handbag – pale lilac. Anyway, I
can hardly poke fun at the colours chosen
by others, my BMW 1000XR is finished in
undercoat grey!

how far they would be able to travel in a
day. Being used to the interstate highways
of North America, this lady expected to
drive to Edinburgh but was going to take in
Stratford and York Minster on the way. She
rang from Watford complaining that the
car was very slow and had broken down.
On investigation it transpired that she had
engaged first gear in Buckingham Palace
Road and left it there expecting the gears
to change automatically. This was much
to her disappointment and the upset of the
mechanic who had to replace the engine.
Another American gentleman thought
the gear shift was a column change and
proceeded to waggle the indicator stalk
around. He was surprised when it came
away in his hand.
A family from Arkansas had ordered a
‘compact’. A Fiat 850 was duly delivered.
The man was about six foot three and I
guess weighed around twenty-five stone
and was complete with matching spouse
and two enormous offspring. They arrived
in the office complaining that the vehicle
“Wasn’t big enough for me and my wife let
alone the other two people!” Eventually they
went away with a Zodiac estate complete
with roof rack in which they just managed to
cram themselves and all their luggage.
Oh dear! Oddly, I seem to have written
about motor cars and not motorcycles in this
piece. So sincere apologies.

NOSTALGIA
Back to the late 1960s and early 1970s
when I worked for Hertz Rent-a-Car.
Exciting times especially when the
Americans arrived. Most of those from the
US had only driven automatics so arriving
at Heathrow and being presented with a
vehicle with ‘four through the floor’ was a
steep learning curve. One lady picked up
her Avenger at the Victoria office and began
her journey to Scotland. The Americans
had the most unrealistic expectations of

AND IN THE END THE LOVE YOU TAKE
IS EQUAL TO THE LOVE YOU MAKE
(Lennon/McCartney)
On a final note, since I have a lifetime
membership of ESAM I shall continue to
write ‘From the Pulpit’ and play a part in the
club activities where I may be useful. Take
care, have fun and ride safely.
The Vicar
9
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esam club
events

to Beckley, along the A268 towards Rye
and we turned off left into Mackerel Hill
(probably some fishy history here) to
Wittersham. Headed north to Tenterden.
I had planned to go right onto Cranbrook
Road, but it was closed (road works), so
on to Rolvenden, Benenden Sissinghurst,
around the north east side of
Goudhurst, emerging on the North
side of Horsmonden. Then left
into Churn Lane to Pitlands Lakes
Angling Club.

Brekkie Rideout

By Malcolm Scrase

Despite phoning them on Thursday
to tell them we’re coming, the
woman taking the orders got in a
bit of a ‘flap’ when we all turned
up. But an English breakfast is
just variations on say 6 items, so
how hard can it be? Anyway, when
she’d calmed down, we all seemed
to get what we’d ordered without a
noticeable wait.

Brekkie Ride 22 August

On the return to Boship we went via
Lamberhurst, Wadhurst, Mark Cross,
Mayfield Village, Newick Lane to
Heathfield, Old Heathfield, Vines Cross
and back to Boship. Many thanks for Jon
Pedder as Tail End Charlie when needed.

Eighteen bikes set off at 09:03 sharp.
Through Hailsham (A271) turning off
at Carter’s Corner, and on through
Cowbeech, Rushlake Green to join the
B2096. Heading East to Netherfield,
Mountfield LX, John’s Cross and Vinehall
Street. Left onto B2089 and the staggered
junction at Cripp’s Corner (CC). Left a
marker at CC and waited further down
the road for others to catch-up. Then
I thought I may have made a mistake
here, and so it proved. Along came
a bike (Triumph Street something or
other) with yellow HV on so pulled
away and on approach to Watt’s Place
Lane indicated for him to mark and
was ignored. Should have stayed with
the last marker. Anyway, all our group
went the correct way and thanks to
Colin Marsh for marking the turn. With
me back in the lead again, onwards
10
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Evening Rideouts

Evening Ride September

By Malcolm Scrase

Eight members enjoyed (hopefully) the
September evening ride. We headed
off at 6:30pm sharp towards Horam,
and through the back lanes via Vines
Cross and Old Heathfield to join the
A265 heading east. Left onto Shrub
Lane at Burwash, Sheepstreet Lane
and Church Lane to again join the
A265 at Etchingham. Along some more
badly holed and sloppily repaired back
lanes to Robertsbridge. Forward onto
A21 southbound, A2100, back lanes to
Netherfield and the B2096 to The Swan
Inn at Woods Corner.
A reserved table was ready of us. Having
ordered our drinks Eddie suggested to
the Landlady (a formidable character I
believe we concluded) that the Harvey’s
bitter didn’t taste right. “The locals are
drinking Harveys and haven’t complained”.
Anyway, he swapped it for Lager and all
was well. We ordered our meals and the
food was very good. We all enjoyed a chat
and many laughs over and after dinner.

Evening Ride 12 August
A low turn-out of 6 members and 5 bikes
for this ride. From the Boship out to
Laughton & Ringmer, and left into New
Road and through to Glynde Village were
we down the lane at the base of Mount
Caburn which joins onto the A27. We had
a blast along the A26 until catching up with
a slow moving ‘queue’ of vehicles heading
towards Newhaven. Onwards through
Seaford and turning right off the A259 at
East Dean we took on the Beachy Head
Loop. With the sun behind Eastbourne
really looked good. Back along the A259
to Friston, Jevington, Polegate and ending
at the Red Lion pub at Stone Cross. We all
selected a variety from the menu and the
food was good. Thanks to Chris O’Conner
for being TEC when needed.

It was pitch dark when we departed and
mostly rode as a group to Hailsham and
then split up.

11
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when OGRI came to sussex!
by Steve and Jackie Gibbs
As newly-weds in the early seventies, a
Honda CB250 was our only transport,
and served us well with two-up trips from
Leeds to see family in London and South
Wales. We avidly read “Bike” magazine,
and coveted the CB750 and Z1. In fact
Jackie, having just completed her RAC
motorcycle training, coveted a Norton
Commando!
Also in Bike magazine was our hero
Ogri, the cartoon biker, and his co-stars
Malcolm, Mitzi and Kickstart (the dog).
We remember one particular strip in
which Ogri was thrilled to test a Z1 up
to 130mph, before a series of whatifs brought him screeching to a halt
(what might reasonably be expected to
happen?!).
So we were amazed to read in MCN
that there was to be an exhibition of Ogri
artwork in Robertsbridge! We went along
as soon as possible.
Ogri’s creator, Paul Sample, lives in
Shropshire. The East Sussex connection
is that his son, St Leonards based
artist Robert Sample, shared a studio
at Brighton Uni during the 90’s with the
owner/curator of the BlackShed Gallery in
Robertsbridge, Kenton Lowe.
Ogri was in black-and-white until the mid90s when the magazine editor requested
colour. As a youngster, Robert’s dad
would occasionally pass the finished
works on for him to complete the
colouring in, and Robert would excitedly
wait to see them published the following
month.

Paul retired in 2013, but in 2017
discovered some portfolios containing
102 original artworks that had not been
given away or sold. They decided to
exhibit a selection at the Blackshed,
given the strong biking heritage of 1066
country. They form most of the exhibition
13
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(and are available to buy), along with the
petrol tank from Paul’s Sunbeam, and
some pens and early sketches of the
evolution of the Ogri character.
The strips are all very funny, and each
one takes some time to digest and
appreciate all the detail. We particularly
liked one in which the marketing
department is asked to design the perfect
motorcycle, and comes up with an SUV!
The exhibition ends at the end of July, but
any remaining artwork will continue to be
available for sale at the gallery.
Ogri is described as “a man of integrity....
who embodies freedom and selfdetermination….using his bike to cut a
swathe through convention and routine” –
a sort of Jack Reacher of biking.
Come on – don’t we all want to be Ogri?
Steve and Jackie Gibb

14
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ELDRIDGES
BEAULIEU FARM, 740 THE RIDGE
(Near the Conquest Hospital)

Wide range of Feeds in stock for
HORSES – CATTLE – SHEEP – PIGS
GOATS – POULTRY – RABBITS – DOGS
also
HAY – STRAW – WOOD SHAVINGS
Local deliveries arranged
GOOD PARKING AT FARM

Telephone 01424 755300
15
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bikesafe visit

a picturesque main building and
sports ground for the Met Police and
where I have many happy childhood
memories. The “observers” for
the day were already there. They
checked my insurance, my MoT and
my licence then thoroughly checked
over my bike – good job I had also
checked everything the day before!

By Chairman Ken

There were eight attendees in
total and we all traipsed into the
main building to a small meeting
room for sign on procedures, a
short questionnaire and to sign our
life away in case anything awful
happened. Nice bunch of blokes;
usual mixture of quiet ones and
cocky ones. I was obviously one of
the quiet ones though I had to admit
to being a member of the IAM!
The classroom session was basically
about road safety and observation.
I’ve been on the course before so
I was prepared for the format, but
they caught me out by changing the
demo videos and observation tests
– damn! I just can’t get on with video
observation tests – it must be my
age and the fact that I am technology
phobic. However, I wasn’t the worst
so that’s good. There was a short
break for tea and coffee (paid for by
the Met Police not TFL) and after
about an hour we were allocated
our observers and off to the bikes.
The allocation was based on our
individual experience and type of
bike (and, possibly, age and how ugly
we were!).

I’d booked my BikeSafe session at
the Warren, Bromley, some time
ago in the hope that it would go
ahead, and I was lucky enough that
restrictions were lifted and we were
off – at least I was. My brother Goff
couldn’t as he had last minute bike
troubles. He cancelled his place 2
days before, lost his money, and the
team at BikeSafe readvertised it and
filled it the same day! Someone was
lucky. It shows what demand there
was (and still is).
The day arrived, I was up at the
crack of dawn as I had to be there
by 9-00am (I’m retired so slightly
later wake ups is the norm now!).
The journey up was pretty uneventful
(normal traffic jams, bad driving
etc. etc.) and I arrived on time.
The Warren is a lovely place with

On previous visits we had started
with town work before going into the
Kent countryside; this time we went
16
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straight out onto the Kent countryside
as, in my observer’s opinion, we
wouldn’t gain much by being stuck
in traffic queues! That was great as
far as I was concerned. We wended
our way through A and B roads
then down narrow lanes to the back
entrance to Clackett Lane Services.
I followed him on last bit as he said it
would be easy to get lost and a little
nadgery – he was right!

I had to flip flop the bike, avoided the
car by literally a couple of inches and
made the turn – that was exciting! I
did question him afterwards and he
eventually he admitted that he had
made a mistake and apologised. It
just shows we all can make mistakes
and must maintain our vigilance.
Otherwise the ride was pretty
uneventful. I got in some overtakes,
managed to leave him behind on one
of them (success!), got slightly lost
in some country lanes which was
enjoyable, then back to The Warren.

Over coffee and a snack, he
explained a few technical points
not covered in the morning, though
made no real comment on my riding.
I did ask him about positioning on
country lanes, especially on left hand
bends. I had noticed that he kept to
the nearside and this is something
that I tend to do in narrow lanes. He
explained that if you keep to the right
you often won’t have sufficient time
to veer left when you suddenly come
upon oncoming traffic (although I
know you may say you would see it
earlier but with high hedges and tight
bends it is marginal) and also there is
often gravel/grass in the middle of the
lane so making sudden movements
across could put you at risk of a spill.
So safety over position I suppose
(one for Steve?).

So what was the verdict you may
ask. Well, I couldn’t achieve an
“A” grade for two reasons: I was
too eager to overtake on a couple
occasions and got to close to the car
in front when following; although I
generally maintained a good position
on the road there were a couple of
instances where I got out of position.
Overall, he enjoyed the ride, arrived
with a smile on his face as we had
maintained “brisk” progress and he
was therefore happy! Good result as
far as I was concerned. And all for
£65 – an absolute bargain!
I would highly recommend doing
BikeSafe day and experience police
riding at its best.

There was no dual carriageway
work at all, we kept to the same
format of roads though with a
preponderance of B roads. Going
through Westerham he must have
slightly lost his way – he must have
spotted his turning late and, without
warning, turned left across a car
exiting the road and leaving me with
a car approaching from the turning
and trying to follow.

Ken
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esam is back
on social
media!

As a member it's a great way to see
what the club and other members are
up to - from brekkie runs, personal
touring.
As with the magazine, we're always
after content - maybe you own or
have seen an interesting collection
of bikes, been on a weekend ride,
practiced slow riding techniques,
enjoyed a good cafe whilst on an
observed ride, brekkie run etc...
Please send over your pictures to:

by Alex Rickman

We now have a new Facebook
page, this is public and separate
to the private group (that's only
for members). We also have an
Instagram account.

social.media.esam@gmail.com

This allows us to show to the public
what we get up to and attract new
members.

Facebook: ESAM - East Sussex
Advanced Motorcyclists

Interest has gathered momentum,
with some people attending Open
Sunday after finding us on Facebook
and taster ride enquiries.

Instagram: @esam.iam
Alex

ESAM 2021 Awards

Congratulations to the following
for recognition of outstanding achievements:

Observer of the year: Alan Buckmaster
Test Ride of the Year: Jason Killick
Chairman’s Award: Malcolm Scrase
Gonad Award: Steve Collins for laying his bike
down on an Observed ride.
Life Membership: Simon Green, for services to
the Committee and as Magazine Editor.
18
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ESAM MINUTES OF THE AGM
29 July 2021
Held at the Cross-in-Hand Pub, Cross-in-Hand, Heathfield
Present
Ken Brooks (Chairman) - KB 			
Nigel Jarvis - NJ 				

Duncan Allan - DA
Steve Collins - SC

14 Members in total attended the meeting.
Apologies for Absence
Erik Starkie, Richard White, Trevor Scrase, Alison Jarvis and Paul Roberts
Minutes of last Meeting held 11 April 2019
Minutes of the last Meeting were approved, Proposed by Mog and seconded by
Bill Elms.
Chairman’s Report
KB welcomed everyone to the meeting after a very abnormal year.
Open Sundays started last week with a very good attendance, he thanked those
who made the effort to attend.
This has been a strange year due to the Pandemic, Steve Collins has done a
great job keeping the Observer Corps active where possible, and Malcolm Scrase
for re-energising the ride-outs.
Facebook has been a good source of information; Alex Rickman has taken
charge of our social media by starting a new Facebook page and also an
Instagram Account. We have already received a good response, thanks Alex.
We are fortunate to have a good Committee who make the Chairman’s job a lot
easier, however new Committee Members are always welcome to provide much
needed vitality to the Club.
Some Members have not renewed their subs this year, if you have not, please do
so now.
The Club is asking the Membership to support the Committee who would like
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to apply for Charitable Status. Members have been asked to support the three
resolutions. If passed there would be advantages to the Club, but there would be
no discernible change to the day to day running of the Club. More of that later.
Financial Report
In the absence of Paul Roberts, KB explained the current position. Cash at Bank
is £6,459, we have not incurred the usual hall expenses due to lockdown, and as
a result income is down from the Sunday kitchen.
Membership Report
In the absence of Richard White, Ken read his statement. The total membership
to date stands at 170; 20 members have not renewed this year.
Sadly 4 Members have died since the last AGM, Peter Smith, Alan Dean, Mick
Webb and Will Eldridge. A ‘minutes silence’ was held to remember them.
Training Report
SC presented his report. He has inherited a great team of enthusiastic
Observers, Mick Web and Peter Smith were a great loss to the Observer team.
Steve thanked the ‘Vicar’, Erik Starkie, for his experience and wisdom. SC and
Erik created the new Observer Training Manual, which is a modified version of the
WSAM manual, thanks to them.
The process of training Observers continues, 4 more are expected to qualify soon.
Meetings have continued via Zoom.
Steve accompanied Phil Deloughery on an Associates test ride for the first time,
he found the Examiner to be fair and by the book.
The IAM new data base called DARTS is working well, it enables Chief Observers
to mark Associates as ‘test ready’ and to be allocated an Examiner. The test
report can afterwards be viewed. The IAM measures clubs on time taken for
Associates, from signing up to becoming test ready. First passes and Passes are
measured the same. Going forward Steve believes the final test may be dropped
in favour of a NVQ system of assessments.
New Observers are always needed, if you are interested, please see Steve.
ESAM continues to train and put forward for testing, a high number of candidates,
the vast majority of whom go on to pass.
Awards
•
Observer of the year was awarded to Alan Buckmaster
•
Test Ride of the Year was awarded to Jason Killick
•
Chairman’s Award goes to Malcolm Scrase
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•
•

Gonad Award, Steve Collins for laying his bike down on an Observed
ride.
Life Membership goes to Simon Green, for services to the Committee
and as Magazine Editor. A gift and certificate were presented to him at
the last Open Sunday.

Election of President
The continuation of Trevor Scrase as President was proposed and seconded.
Election of Committee
The Committee was re-elected en block, proposed by Ray Bridgeman and
seconded by Chris O’Connor.
Charity Status
•
The Membership were asked to support three resolutions:
•
To Authorise the Committee of East Sussex Advanced Motorcyclists to
proceed with its application to gain Charitable Status.
•
To approve the new constitution of ESAM to reflect its Charitable status.
•
To appoint the following as first Trustees:
•
Trevor Scrase - President
•
Ken Brooks - Chairman
•
Nigel Jarvis - Secretary
•
Paul Roberts - Treasurer
•
Richard White - Membership Secretary
The Benefits of Charitable status are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

HMRC will add 25% to membership subs under the Charitable Giving
Scheme. The Scheme can be back dated 4 years.
ESAM will be able to receive donations from other charities, which is not
possible at present.
Club management software can be updated free of charge, care of 		
Microsoft.
Speaking to other organisations such as IAM and SSRP will give ESAM
a more authoritative voice.

The Members were consulted before and at the Meeting, votes were counted, 34
Members voted in favour for the motions, there were no objections. All resolutions
were therefore recorded as passed.
AOB
We desperately need a chef for Open Sundays once a month, it could work on a
rota basis if we had enough volunteers.
Meeting Closed at 8.45pm
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a new bike
Ducati Multistrada V4S Full
by Guy Lungmuss
I only joined the ESAM towards the end
of July, so I imagine the majority will
not know me. My name is Guy and I
am a retired Met. Police Officer living in
Hailsham. During the second (or was
it third) lockdown I decided I needed to
get my bike checked out and serviced.
This would have been towards the end
of March of this year. I had a Ducati
Multistrada on a 66 plate, in good nick,
with low mileage. I rode over to the
Laguna performance centre in Ashford
and while there I arranged to test ride the
new Ducati Multistrada V4S.

A couple of hours later, I had not only got
my bike serviced, but put down a deposit
on a new one and part ex-ed my old
one. Well come on! You only live once.
I eventually took delivery of the new
machine on 1st July this year. And here I
am, now having completed two observed
rides and enjoying my early stages within
ESAM.
The bike is a dream! Comfortable and
precise in its handling. Yeah, it’s heavy,
but seems to be agile and flexible. Power
delivery is smooth, with the usual range
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of settings to deal with different riding
conditions. An easily adjustable front
screen (one finger touch), good sized
mirrors including the lights, that activate
if someone gets in your blind spot. My
observer Steve, delights in setting these
off at every opportunity. They are not
there to replace a life saver, but act
as an additional warning feature; so,
what’s wrong with that? Adaptive cruise
control, with front and rear radar, so you
can place yourself on motorway, set the
distance from the vehicle in front and give
that wrist a breather. Again, it’s a choice,
but nice to have the option. The fuel tank
is bigger than my last, but the range is
less. Yep! It is thirsty; I reckon on about
180 miles on a full tank, but by then I
want a break anyway! It’s quick and with
170 BHP it’s all to easy to fall foul of the
speed limit, hence the need to get some
ESAM advice and training. There is an
integrated Satellite navigation on the
TFT dash board. You need the Ducati
Connect App and also the Sygic app. It
works (up to a point), but is let down by
the poor WIFI signals in the countryside,
so I expect this will be tweaked with
future models. I bought the version with
a centre stand, panniers, heated grips
and a heated seat. There are a host of
other Ducati goodies available to empty
your bank account if you don’t look
carefully.
Bottom line. Best bike I have ever ridden.
I look forward to catching up with you
as the training continues and I join you
on one of these Sunday’s in the not too
distant future.
Guy Lungmuss
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French Training Tour
Advanced 3-Day Tour of
Northern France via Wales
and a small Bavarian village
by new ESAM member Norman Crighton who set off on an adventure having passed his
IAM These are his reflections on doing a three day riding course in Wales, 4 days after
sitting his IAM exam!

Alex, a friend from work, planted the
idea of doing the IAM course and a
couple of rides with him confirmed that
in the decade since riding my last bike,
my reactions had slowed, my skills
had declined, and I was no longer a
riding god. Alex also suggested doing
a training three-day weekend with FTT
Advanced on a French Training Tour or
FTT for short, which I agreed to do with
him. Before that however, signing up
with ESAM was the first step, followed
by some great rides with Mick Shirt, my
long-suffering observer, who calmed me
down, made me think a bit more, plan
a bit better and get me through my IAM
exam (many thanks to Phil Barrow).
Four days later, I was on my first French
Training Tour.

It is only natural that as we all get older,
our reactions slow down, but what
we lose physically we gain mentally.
Experience is a good counterbalance as
our twitch reactions decline. With this in
mind, I decided to return to biking. I had
stopped 10 years ago as the roads were
getting too busy, and I was beginning to
realise I was no longer fast as a snake
with the reactions of a professional
gunslinger. “Better err on the side of
caution and take up something safer than
motorcycling” I thought to myself, now old
and wise in my mid 40’s. I took up flying.
With covid stopping private aviation and
with public transport a good place to
catch germs, returning to biking to get
me up to London seemed like a good
idea. Hours of research resulted in the
purchase of a light, reasonably quick bike
that I could pick up without help, when I
inevitably dropped it, but would not kill me
when I messed up. A KTM 790 Adventure
was my new steed; lighter than my old
BMW R1200 GS Adventure; more reliable
than my Ducati ST3 (hopefully); and more
sensible than my Yamaha XJR1300 SP
with full titanium race exhaust. I was now
truly wise beyond my 55 years!

FTT Advanced was established by Paul
Brown over a decade ago. A genuine
class one police surveillance rider for
many years, he has been trained to the
highest level. He has also done some
very strange jobs for the police in his
career, some of which he might tell you
over beers. FTT is a natural progression
from IAM or RoSPA, applying police
training techniques during an intensive
25
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My fellow pupils were all men of a similar
age to me, riding mostly Triumphs which
is unusual – not a single BMW to be
seen. “Hopefully no breakdowns then”
was the quip.

course. My pal and I had booked a threeday tour to northern France but Covid put
paid to that. Off to Wales it was then.
Packing began a week before the trip
with the long-range forecast for rain (it’s
Wales, of course there will be rain!). My
ten-litre tail pack had waterproofs, bike
kit (pump, tools etc), and medical kit. My
new 30 litre Oxford bag for the passenger
seat had more waterproofs, many, many
layers of cold weather clothing, shoes,
snacks, water, kitchen sink etc. Only
when I could not lift it did I realise I had
overpacked. Fortunately, the weather
forecast improved before we left, so I was
able to discard the cold weather gear,
snow chains etc…but I kept the sink.

With formalities and introductions to our
mentors for the next three days over,
things began to go downhill. Paul is the
boss, a big guy, who has all the authority
of a long serving police officer; Pat a tall
Irishman with a twinkle in his eye and a
gentle way about him only the Irish have;
and Shiny a smaller gentleman with
a ready smile…… and a bloody huge
MT-10. Riders would swap mentor every
day, so I sent up a prayer for the first day
“Pat or Shiny, Pat or Shiny, Pat or…”. Oh
bol*&^…..my first mentor would be the
boss! A small crumb of comfort would be
that that my pal Alex would lead for the
first hour, with Paul following Alex and me
being tail end Charlie. A chance to hide
for the first hour then!

The Sunday before we left there was a
pre tour session to introduce everyone to
each other and lay out the ground rules.
From the brief résumé my four fellow
pupils gave, it soon became obvious
that they were all VERY experienced
bikers, with some having done a FTT tour
before. Oh well, 30 years’ experience will
see me through surely?

Alex fired up his throbbing Ducati, Paul
pressed the starter on his enormous
Kawasaki Ninja 1000 SX (11,000 miles
in twelve months of ONLY FTT tours!)
and my diminutive KTM 790 coughed
gently into life. Every day follows a similar
pattern. Each rider gets two sessions of
at least an hour as lead rider with the
mentor following. After each session we
stop for a debrief and a coffee, lunch,
coffee depending on the time of day,
swapping leads after each break. Beers
are only allowed at the end of the day.
The roads on the first day were mixed
with main roads taking us west, before
we started to lose traffic, enter Wales and
get into the swing of things.

Our rendezvous on Day 1 was a service
station outside Oxford. There were five of
us in total split into two groups of two and
a single, as one person had dropped out.
The rules were strict;
• No crossing solid white lines.
• No sat navs or phones – focus on your
riding and keep an eye on the
indicators of the mentor behind to give
directions, exactly like the IAM training.
• No speeding in 30’s, 40’s or 50’s and
always ride safely. It is your licence at
stake, so be sensible.

Being tail end Charlie has its advantages.
You see things completely differently
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Day 2

from two bikes back. The road opens up,
traffic coming in the oppositive direction
becomes more obvious and….ah that
is why Mick kept telling me to drop back
during my observed rides! It really does
make a massive difference!

Saturday morning started in a surreal
way. The area outside our hotel was
being set up as an Oktoberfest event,
complete with pigtailed ladies, blokes
in leather shorts, brass bands and
massive steins of beers. The focus for
me however was the wet roads after
overnight rain! Each group changed
mentors and Alex and I were assigned
Shiny. Briefing was thorough as always;
start off slow, watch the roads as they
will be wet, build up your speed, watch
for other faster biker groups etc. I lead us
out first on damp roads, but they quickly
dried, and the pace could quicken. I
struggled on fast right-hand bends to hold
my line on the left to maximise my vision,
tending to drag myself in towards position
2. Shiny gave me some advice which
helped address the problem. Brilliant.

My second and final ride of the day was
into the heart of Wales. Brilliant roads
and superb scenery took us to our hotel
and a debrief over a beer. “How did you
think it went?” asked Paul. Now in my
defence I had just had the best ride of my
life, was full of adrenaline and had a beer,
or what was left of a beer, in my hand. “I
am a riding god” I replied, trying to pull
off my best Jeremy Clarkson impression.
Mistake……that was brought up too often
in the next couple of days, and I doubt
if I will ever live it down. Once Paul had
stopped wetting himself with laughter, we
went through the ride in detail. As with the
first session, Paul took me through every
single overtake I had done in the previous
hour. His memory is photographic! “How
was the overtake of the blue Vauxhall?”,
“How could you have improved that
ride?”, “What the hell were you doing
on the corner when the huge truck was
coming towards you?” Each debrief is
listened to by your fellow rider as part
of the learning process and we were
encouraged to comment.

The weather began to warm up and by
lunchtime at a lakeside yacht club, temps
were in the low 20’s. The riding had been
fantastic, with fast flowing roads allowing
everyone to hone their techniques and
improve their skills. The afternoon was
even better, and I felt I was beginning to
get in “the Zone”. The debrief at the end
of the day brought me back to reality and
pointed out where there was still room for
improvement.

Needless to say, my riding on the first
day was not great. I struggled with
smoothness in overtaking, planning, all
the usual things our ESAM observers
go on about. This time, on the FTT tour,
the rides are longer, the standards more
demanding and the analysis forensic.

Saturday night in deepest Wales was a
strange one. The forecourt in front of the
hotel had been dressed like a Bavarian
village with sausages and beers on
sale, brass bands oompahing away and
competitions to win prizes for the person
to hold out a small barrel of beer the
longest. Food inside the hotel, which we
shared with dozens of cyclists and a few
quad bikers, was great with a large menu

Off to bed tired but looking to do better
the next day.
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to cater to everyone’s tastes. Beds were
comfortable and, most importantly, the
showers were hot.

best overtake, and that summed up the
three days. A fantastic way to learn new
skills and improve your existing ones.

Each evening meal is a chance to go
over the highlights of the day; awards
to the person who followed the caravan
for too long, getting pulled along in its
wake; worst overtake of the day awarded
the “The Trilby of Terribleness” etc. All
done to the accompaniment of laughter
and a thousand hilarious stories from
Paul, Pat and Shiny. These guys have all
lived lives to the fullest and listening to
them at the end of the night was quality
entertainment, as well as full of valuable
lessons in riding our bikes.

Conclusion
So how was the FTT tour of northern
France via Wales with a German village
thrown in?
Imagine doing twelve observed rides over
3 consecutive days and think how much
better your riding would be?
Imagine doing that where the roads are
quieter, the scenery better and, on this
occasion, the weather fantastic?
Imagine doing it in great company where
everyone is a good rider and the mentors
are examining every detail of your ride?

Saturday was the best day of riding
I have ever had. Being in a group of
three, for half the time leading, but for
the other half following a brilliant rider,
is a huge learning opportunity. Add in
routes that had been previously planned
and scouted by Paul to include the best
Wales has to offer, and it all added up to
an unforgettable experience.

Over the 3 days I did 600 miles in 13
hours of riding. The KTM 790 Adventure
managed to keep up with everyone,
although I suspect my backside was the
sorest at the end of the weekend.
So three questions;
1. Am I a better rider?
2. Did I have fun?
3. Would I do it again?

Day 3 and home
Breakfast at 0800 and we are off at
0900, as they clear up the carnage of the
previous night and dismantle the village.
Roads were dry this morning, so Pat
quickly got us in the groove, putting the
lessons of the previous day into practice
……and by gum we were quicker than
ever! Beautiful, fast flowing roads, over
the tops of hills, through picturesque
valleys, it was a great way to end three
days of mentally tough but rewarding
training. Small errors were pointed out
in good humour. “Were you ever going
to overtake that horsebox or were you
looking to buy the horses in it?” brought
the admission that maybe it wasn’t the

The answer to all three is “Definitely!”
Details on FTT can be found on the
website:
www.fttadvanced.com and Facebook
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the fish ‘n’
chip run
by Malcolm Scrase
arriving at the Pilot at 8:00pm. As usual
the fish and chips were delicious. We
set-off back to the Polegate / Hailsham
general area with members peeling off
at convenient locations. Many thanks to
Ian Arnold for volunteering to be Tail End
Charlie.

Fifteen bikes set off
from Boship Services on
the dot of 6:30pm. We
went on a fairly direct
route to the favourite
‘Pilot Inn’ at Dungeness,
taking in the A271,
over Mountfield Level
Crossing and on and
off the A21 to B2089
to Cripps Corner. All
the way though to Rye
and around the town
and joining the A259
turning right onto the
Camber Road. Through
to Camber, Lydd and
30
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Special Oﬀers at www.lovelifeandride.com/ESAM

lovelifeandride.com
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the associate

what is expected from an associate

Advanced Rider Course (ARC)
Firstly, welcome to all our new Associates who have recently
purchased an IAM Roadsmart Advance Rider Course. We
hope that you will enjoy the experience and have a long association with ESAM.
What is included in the ARC Package?
Your ARC package includes one year’s membership to the IAM, your IAM
Welcome Pack, the cost of the IAM Test Fee and one year’s membership to
ESAM. We would like to reassure Associates that there is some flexibility with
regard to completing a course of observed rides and undertaking the Advanced
Test within one year. Both ESAM and the IAM understand that an Associate can
be hampered by a number of events, i.e. inclement weather, illness etc and can
therefore be delayed in applying for the Advanced Test.
Wear appropriate motorcycle clothing befitting an advanced rider. Ensure
their motorcycle is in a road worthy legal condition at all times. Confirm they have
signed the IAM Declaration Document. Act with integrity and honesty at all times.
Highlight any issues that may have an effect on their training/development.
Every Observer is a volunteer and receives no remuneration for their efforts.
Associates should agree a contribution of £15 with their Observer to assist in their
running costs and make that contribution before each observed run.
Each associate is expected to show a commitment to pass the IAM Advanced Test,
by:
• Making themselves regularly available for observed runs.
• Practicing their riding between observed runs.
• Studying the theory by reading Associates hand book, Highway Code, etc
• Being prepared to ride in most weather conditions – If you have any doubts
contact your Observer to discuss the situation.
• Notifying the Observer in good time if you cannot attend the observed ride for
any reason.
The Observer will give as much help and encouragement as possible but the
onus is on the Associate to make the effort to reach the required standard. If
the Observer has not heard from the Associate for longer than 1 month it will be
assumed that the Associate has lost interest and the Associate’s name will be
placed at the bottom of the waiting list.
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RIDE BETTER, RIDE SAFE, HAVE FUN
If you are approaching the end of your year’s ARC validity and are concerned that
you may not take the Advanced Test within the prescribed time, or indeed if you
have any other questions regarding your ARC package, please speak to a member
of the committee or the Training co-ordinator. We can discuss the circumstances
and if appropriate we can approach the IAM on your behalf to request an
extension to enable you to take the test. This would be at the discretion of the IAM
and should fall within a reasonable timescale.
Remember that we are your Committee, we are here to help you so please speak
to us.
See back pages of this magazine for committee contact details.

group ride
information
A Reminder of Some Issues with
Group Riding.

overtake, members of the group
may if they wish.

• There is no need for you to keep
riding at the speed of the bike you
are following, you may overtake or
drop back if you prefer.

• Ride in your own safety zone, others
may want to travel faster to keep
concentration levels up, so don’t be
surprised, pushed along or embarrassed.

• Avoid being sucked into doing
things that are outside your comfort
zone.

Group ride insurance
The IAM insurers have advised that
the group ride and observed ride
insurance indemnifies ESAM against
professional negligence but that foreign
trips are not covered. Also there is no
longer a requirement that rides be led
or tail-ended by an Observer. However,
all persons on the ride are required to
be paid up members of IAM as well as
a member of ESAM. However, as the
disclaimer states, you are responsible
for whatever you do on your bike. If you
prang, it’s down to you.

• Don’t attempt to overtake when
the bike in front does, there may
only be room for one, the bike in
front won’t have planned for you,
so wait for a view. Don’t assume
that the bike behind is one of your
group. They may not be and may
overtake or ride inappropriately.
• Don’t be surprised by an overtake,
although the group tends not to
33
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associates only rides
Within the Observer Corps here at ESAM, we recognise that not everyone –
particularly Associates – feel comfortable with group rides and are therefore
missing out on a significant aspect of the social side of the club. To help with
this, we have introduced the Associates Only Ride. There are some simple entry
requirements and some simple rules to follow, but it is about learning and having
fun with like-minded people.
The Associates Only Ride has 3 primary objectives:
1. Introduce Associates to social riding in larger groups (currently 10
bikes, but we may increase this in the future) in a controlled manner.
2. Introduce Associates to the “drop-off” marking system used by ESAM.
3. Provide an opportunity for Associates to practice IPSGA and “the system”
over a longer distance and without the formality of an Observed Ride.
Okay, so that is what it is about, but what is it exactly?
For an Associates Only Ride, we would normally expect 6 Associates and 4
Observers to form the group ride. One Observer will be Ride Lead (always at the
front), one Observer will be the Back Marker (always last bike in the group) with
the remaining Observers riding within the group. The length of each ride will vary,
but a good rule of thumb is between 90 and 110 mile round trip – comfortably
within the tank range of the vast majority of bikes out there – using a whole range
of different roads. Each ride will have a defined and pre-planned destination where
there will either be breakfast or lunch depending on the timing of the ride. There
would normally be a couple of shorter stops too (1 outbound and 1 on the return).
So why Observers on the ride?
The idea is that Associates can feel comfortable knowing that the ride is organised
and run by experienced and qualified Observers. The Observers are there to help
anyone if they have an issue (bike breaks down etc) and to offer any feedback
or advice in a casual/social setting. Additionally, if you – The Associate – come
across something on the ride and you want to ask a query, the Observers are
there to answer any question you may have and to help in any way possible.
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How is this different to an Observed Ride with my normal Observer?
Ordinarily, an Observed Ride is 1-to-1 and a number of Associates – particularly
in the earlier runs – feel less than fully comfortable knowing that there is someone
riding behind them watching everything they are doing. This is where the
Associates Only Ride can help. Being a group ride, it is not possible for the same
person to be behind you all the time. Also, unlike an Observed Ride where you
not only have to put “the system” into practice but also watch in your mirrors for
navigational queues, on the Associates Only Ride all the navigating is done from
the front.
So what are the rules?
The rules for the Associates Ride are really quite straight forward:
1. You must ride safely and legally
2. You must ride your own ride – e.g. read a corner for yourself, plan your own
overtakes etc rather than simply following the bike in front
3. You must be a fully-fledged ESAM Associate. Riders who have sat and
passed their Advanced Motorcycle Test or who have let their ESAM/IAM
membership lapse are unable to join this ride.
4. You must have had at least 1 (preferably 2 or 3) Observed Rides with your
regular Observer prior to joining the Associates Only Ride
5. Overtaking within the group is discouraged though appropriate overtakes of
other road users are allowed
If you are unsure about some – ASK! We are there to help you.
How do I find out more details?
To find out more, to register your interest, or anything else, please feel free to
contact Steve Collins either on a Club Sunday in Reid Hall or via the details in
your Observer Magazine.
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Advertise
Your Products
or Services
in this Magazine.
• Place an advertisement in this magazine
to contact our 180+ members for £100.00
for full page, £60.00 for half page, for
one year, six issues.
• Artwork and production cost is free.
• It does not have to be Motorcycle related.

CONTACT ANY COMMITTEE MEMBER
OR THE EDITOR IF YOU WANT TO ADVERTISE
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Chief
Observer

Steve
Collins

Event
Coordinator

Alison
Jarvis

Safety Organisation
Coordinator

Paul
Adams

Events organiser &
Wots On

Alison
Jarvis

Group Data
Manager

Ken
Brooks

Social Media
Editor

Alex
Rickman

esamfinance@gmail.com
esammembership@gmail.com

esamchiefobserver@gmail.com

esamchairman@gmail.com

social.media.esam@gmail.com
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non committee
Kitchen

VACANCY

Ride-out
Co-ordinator

Malcolm
Scrase

Magazine
Editor

Leonie
Dawson

Training & Observer
Allocation

Ray
Bridgman

Spiritual Guidance /
Website Coordinator

Erik
Starkie

Slow Riding
Coordinator

Chris
O'Connor

Publicity

Sally
Glockling

esam.editor@gmail.com

your observers
Local Observer

Paul Adams

National Observer

Paul Cornwell

Local Observer

Lance Douglas
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Local Observer

Sally Glockling

Local Observer

Andy Harding

National Observer

Pete Higgins

Local Observer

Peter Lambert-Gorwyn

National Observer/
Local Assessor

Mog Moggridge

Local Observer

Robert Morris

Local Observer

John Pedder

National Observer/
Local Assessor

Graham Pegley

Local Observer

Alex Rickman

National Observer

Mick Shirt

Local Observer

Michael
Keeler
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club sunday
kitchen duties 2021
Would you be willing to give your time on a Sunday morning?
Date
November
December
January

Name

Name

Mick Benneyworth

Kev Osborn

Lavinia Osborn

(with Lavinia)

Mark Webster
Ian Arnold
Chris Andrew
Bob Jupp

February
March

Andy Harding

Brigid Harding

Roy Springall

(with Andy)

April
May
June
July
August
September
October
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esam merchandise

all available from Reid Hall on club event days

Yellow Waistcoat + Oval Badge.................................................................... £22.50
Yellow Waistcoat XXXL + Oval Badge...........................................................£24.50
Yellow Waistcoat XXXXL + Oval Badge....................................................... £26.50
Richa Hi Viz................................................................................................. £28.00
Fleece.................................................................................................. from £30.00
Sweatshirt.............................................................................................from £15.00
Polo Shirt............................................................................................. from £24.00
‘T’-Shirt ................................................................................................from £18.00
Lapel Badge - Silver coloured, 12.5 mm dia................................................... £2.00
Badge - Oval...................................................................................................£4.00
Badge - Circular............................................................................................. £3.00
Vinyl Circular Self Adhesive Logo Sticker................................... (5 for £2.00) £0.50
Vinyl Circular Self Cling Logo Sticker......................................... (5 for £2.00) £0.50
Highway Code................................................................................................ £2.50
How To Be a Better Rider (the IAM book)......................................................£10.50
Roadcraft Book.............................................................................................£10.50
Refill Gas Bottle for Puncture Repair Kit.........................................................£1.00
Ear Plugs, 4 in plastic case.............................................................................£0.60
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